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a b s t r a c t 

User authentication of mobile devices is an important means to protect data security and user privacy. 

Low overhead, high accuracy and continuous authentication are challenging problems in user authentica- 

tion. Aiming at the disadvantages of current authentication methods based on keystroke dynamics such 

as low accuracy and one-time authentication, this paper proposes a new authentication method named 

UIKI (User Identity authentication method based on clusters of Keystroke time Intervals). UIKI consists 

of the valid user modeling phase and the runtime user authentication phase. In the valid user modeling 

phase, UIKI uses a clustering algorithm to find the stable centroids and the fluctuation range of a valid 

user’s centroid positions. In the runtime user authentication phase, UIKI clusters the data to be authen- 

ticated with the stable centroids as the initial centroids, and compares the results of clustering with the 

stable centroids and the centroid fluctuation range of the valid user to determine whether the input data 

are from the valid user. Experimental results prove that UIKI has the average FAR (False Accept Rate) 

of 0.082 and the average FRR (False Reject Rate) of 0.052, which can effectively authenticate a user’s 

identity. UIKI has the advantages of high accuracy, low overhead and continuous authentication, which is 

suitable for the user authentication of mobile devices. 

© 2021 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

With the development of society, mobile devices such as mo- 

ile phones, Pads, etc., have played increasingly important roles in 

ur lives, and they can provide services for users anytime and any- 

here. Because people are increasingly used to dealing with their 

aily affairs by mobile applications, more and more privacy data 

re stored in mobile devices, for example, the passwords of bank 

ccounts, transaction information, messages, and private photos. 

ith the increasing disclosure events of privacy data, the protec- 

ion of privacy data is becoming the attention focus of people. How 

o store users’ privacy data safely has become an important issue 

hich needs to be solved during the usage of mobile devices. 

User authentication is a common means to protect users’ pri- 

acy data or improve the security [1] . Some common mechanisms 

uch as digital passwords and sliding passwords have been inte- 

rated in Android systems or iOS systems. However, most peo- 

le are used to setting a simple password with lower strength 

or their convenience [2] . Therefore, unauthorized users may guess 
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he password and it causes information disclosure. In recent years, 

ome biological authentication means have emerged, such as fin- 

erprint identification [3] , face recognition [4] , and pupil recogni- 

ion [5] , or the combination of multiple recognition techniques [ 6 –

 ], etc. Although these means solve the problem that simple pass- 

ords incur, they often spend high costs in collecting the biological 

eatures by special sensors. Moreover, they are easy to reveal the 

rivacy of users, and difficult to carry out safety protection contin- 

ously. 

With regard to the above problems, users can collect the data of 

ouch screens [ 9 –11 ], and then use machine learning techniques to 

erform authentication. This means can not only protect the user’s 

rivacy, but also remove the requirement for additional hardware. 

hat is more, the authentication process is transparent to users. 

owever, when we use this means to carry out identification, it 

as some limitation in application scenarios. For example, when a 

ser is walking or sitting, the values of data change greatly because 

he biological features are diverse in different scenarios, which 

eads to low recognition accuracy. 

When using mobile devices, users usually frequently use vir- 

ual keyboards in fixed gestures and scenarios. Some scholars have 

esearched the method of keystroke dynamics based on PC key- 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.patrec.2021.04.019
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/patrec
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.patrec.2021.04.019&domain=pdf
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Fig. 1. Workflow of UIKI. The left half part is the valid user modeling phase, and 

the right half part is the runtime user authentication phase. Moreover, it indicates 

the different workflows with different colors and numbers. 
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oards [ 12 –14 ]. Because of the difference in usage habits of key- 

oards, such as the typing speeds, typing gestures, etc., users will 

enerate different keystroke feature data. Therefore, we can collect 

eystroke data to recognize users’ identities. In this paper, we find 

hat users’ gestures are relatively stable and there is a low cor- 

elation between keystroke dynamic features and input scenarios 

hen users use input data from keyboards. Because the biological 

eatures are stable and easy to extract during keyboard inputs, we 

an collect the data of keystroke dynamics to conduct identity au- 

hentication. However, most of the existing research based on free 

ext focuses on n -graph, it is difficult to improve the accuracy and 

t often takes much time to build user models. Aiming at the above 

roblems, this paper proposes a method named UIKI, it is a new 

ethod of authenticating the identity of a user, and has the advan- 

age of high recognition rate and continuous authentication. The 

ontributions of this paper are twofold. First, we propose a valid 

ser modeling method which combines stable centroids and cen- 

roid fluctuation ranges. Second, we present a fixed centroid clus- 

ering and user authentication method. Therefore, UIKI can achieve 

ontinuous user authentication with high accuracy. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 intro- 

uces the related works in the field of user authentication based 

n keystroke dynamics. Section 3 describes the implementation 

rocess of UIKI in detail. Section 4 gives the experiment compari- 

on and analyses. Finally, we summarize this paper in Section 5 . 

. Related works 

Keystroke dynamic authentication is a means to verify the iden- 

ities of users, which collects the keystroke characteristics of users 

nd then derives their keystroke behavior patterns. The existing 

dentity authentication methods based on keystroke dynamics can 

e classified into two categories, i.e., one is based on fixed text and 

he other is based on free text. 

The authentication based on fixed text is characterized by fixed 

ext input (such as passwords). It is often embedded in the login 

ystem as an auxiliary authentication scheme, and has the charac- 

eristics of simple modeling process, and fast authentication speed, 

tc. De Luca et al. [15] used the pressure and input speeds when 

ntering passwords as auxiliary features for identity authentica- 

ion. Giuffrida et al. [10] improved the effect of keystroke dynamic 

uthentication by collecting the data from the acceleration sen- 

or when users input the fixed text. Janakiraman and Sim [16] ex- 

racted a valid user’s characteristics to recognize the user’s identity 

hen the user inputs fixed words. 

The authentication based on free text is characterized by no re- 

trictions on the input text. Compared to the authentication based 

n fixed text, users can input any text, and have more flexibility. 

t is suitable to the scenario where text input is necessary, such 

s e-mails, short messages or chatting. Al Solami et al. [17] pro- 

osed to use the directed graph to measure the distance between 

nput samples and the ones stored in the database. Tsai and Shih 

18] proposed a new keystroke clusters map (KC-Map) based on 

he keystroke time features, and it could effectively im prove the 

ccuracy of identity authentication when using free text. Messer- 

an et al. [14] proposed an improved scheme to adaptively de- 

ect the changes of users. Zhou et al. [19] presented a method for 

escribing and calculating distinct user features according to their 

ynamic connections and influential behaviors. This method can 

istinguish four kinds of specific users in order to support the in- 

ormation transmission in the social network. 

In this paper, we extend the method presented by Tsai and 

hih [18] , propose UIKI, and implement the UIKI algorithm in a 

DA (Keystroke Dynamic Authentication) system named UIKI KDA, 

hich is a letter-related keystroke dynamic authentication system 

ased on free text in order to meet the requirement of high- 
62 
recision continuous user authentication. UIKI KDA includes the 

unctions such as collecting the data of valid users, modeling valid 

sers, and authenticating runtime users, all of which are imple- 

ented on mobile devices. 

. Implementation of UIKI 

The workflow of UIKI is shown in Fig. 1 , which includes the 

alid user modeling phase (which is shown on the left half part of 

ig. 1 ) and the runtime user authentication phase (which is shown 

n the right half part of Fig. 1 ). 

The goal of the valid user modeling phase is to extract the fea- 

ures which can be used for user authentication from the data set 

f the valid user. The goal of the runtime user authentication phase 

s to use the continuous input data when a user uses a mobile 

hone to judge whether the current user is a valid user or not. 

s shown in Fig. 1 , data cleaning is a necessary process for both 

he valid user modeling phase and the runtime user authentica- 

ion phase. In the valid user modeling phase, the input data set 

s the keystroke data of the valid user (i.e., the training data). Af- 

er performing data cleaning, the training data are divided into the 

eft and right outputs. The outputs on the left are data segments 

ith 300 data (it is set to 300 according to the usual word length 

imit in chatting.) in each group that will be processed along with 

he green modules with the marks of ( a ). First, the Fixed centroid 

lustering Algorithm (FCA) calculates the centroid set S c 
i ̀ of ith 

ata segment to obtain n centroid sets S c 
1 ̀ , S c 

2 ̀ , …, S c 
n ̀ . After that,

IKI uses the authentication based on Fluctuation Ranges of Cen- 

roid Positions (FRCP) to calculate the fluctuation range U th of the 

entroids for the n centroids. After performing data cleaning, the 

utput on the right is all the cleaned training data and they will 

e processed along with the orange modules with marks of ( b ). 

IKI uses the Clustering Algorithm based on Keystroke time Inter- 

als (CAKI) presented by this paper to calculate a stable centroid 

et S c with optimized centroid offset distance. 
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Fig. 2. Time of user keystrokes. It illustrates the time intervals of four event com- 

binations, i.e., PP, PR, RP , and RR . 
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Algorithm 1:. Data Cleaning. 
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The workflow of the runtime user authentication phase is 

hown on the right half part of Fig. 1 , which is processed by the

ight brown modules with marks of ( c ). When the UIKI KDA sys- 

em is running, the user’s keystroke data (i.e., the test data) are 

ollected and cleaned, and the identity of the user is authenticated 

very 300 data. During authenticating, the UIKI KDA system first 

lusters the data with S c as the initial centroids, and then the au- 

henticator compares U th with S c based on the results of FCA clus- 

ering to determine whether the keystroke data are the data of a 

alid user and returns the authentication results. The process of 

ser identity authentication works all the time, so a user’s identity 

an be continuously authenticated. 

.1. Time characteristics of keystrokes 

It will produce various biological characteristics during users 

yping. The characteristics of keystroke time have the advantages 

f not requiring specific hardware support and easy to obtain. 

ig. 2 shows the events and their occurrence time when a user 

ontinuously types two characters “A ” and “B ”. We can see that 

he user’s keypress action consists of two steps, i.e., key press and 

ey release. 

Considering the time orders of key press and key release, we 

an get four event combinations, i.e., PP, PR, RP , and RR . As shown

n Fig. 2 , the event combination of A press and B press is defined as

P(A, B) , the event combination of A press and A release is defined

s PR(A) , the event combination of A release and B press is defined

s RP(A, B) , and the combination of A release and B release event

s defined as RR(A, B) . The time interval between the two events is 

he time difference between the occurrences of the two events. 

The existing studies proved [20] that the period PP contained 

ore user biological features, and can be used to achieve better 

dentification effects. Therefore, the keystroke time of PP is selected 

s the input data used in this paper. In this paper, clustering is 

ased on letters. In other words, it calculates the average value of 

P for each letter, and then clusters the letters with the same time 

nterval into the same cluster. In the following part of this paper, 

e do not distinguish between uppercase and lowercase letters of 

eystrokes. For example, “A ” and “a ” are considered as the same 

etter. In this paper, T i denotes the time interval of the ith PP event,

hich is defined by 

 i = t 2 i +2 − t 2 i (1) 

Where t 2i is the time instant when the ith key press occurs. 

or example, in Fig. 2 , the letter pressed by the zeroth keystroke 

s “A” at t 0 , and the letter pressed by the first keystroke is “B” at 

 2 . Therefore, T 0 = t 2 - t 0 . The set of all T i is called the keystroke

nterval set T . In this paper, a data refers to the input data corre-

ponding to a PP event, which is the value of a T . 
i 

63 
.2. Data cleaning 

Mobile devices such as smartphones and Pads do not have 

tringent interaction time limits. Therefore, some of the collected 

aw data will have large deviations due to interference from var- 

ous factors. In the runtime user authentication phase, abnormal 

ata will lead to a large distortion of behavioral features, which 

ight result in incorrect authentication results. We found that only 

hen a user continuously inputs data, T i will include the user’s 

ehavior features. That is to say, only part of the data collected 

y the UIKI KDA system can reflect the user’s behavioral features. 

therwise, if the user is interrupted during typing, for example, 

hen someone comes to speak to him, there will be a too large T i .

imilarly, if the user makes a mistake during typing, T i will be too 

mall to be used for authentication. Gentner [21] found that the T i 
alue of expert users was about 96 ms, while that of novices was 

bout 825 ms, and the normal value of T i should be distributed 

n a small range decided by the characteristic of a user. Therefore, 

t is necessary to clean the raw data to eliminate the interference 

f abnormal data. Additionally, we find that the distribution of the 

ata in set T is concentrated in the middle, and the middle part 

f data contains more user features. The middle refers to the data 

etween the first quartile and the third one (i.e., the middle 50% 

ata after the data is sorted in ascending order). 

We present a data cleaning method by calculating the quartiles 

f T . The pseudo code of the data cleaning algorithm is shown in 

lgorithm 1 . We assume that the data in T are stored in an array

A in ascending order, and TB is an auxiliary array. Data cleaning 

as no negative impact on the results of runtime user authentica- 

ion except it extends the time interval for user authentication be- 

ause of longer data collecting time. On the contrary, it eliminates 

he input abnormal data, and makes the runtime user authentica- 

ion more accurate. 

In Algorithm 1 , Line 1 copies the data from TA to TB . Line 2

orts the data in TB in ascending order of T i . Line 3 and line 4

ssign the first and the third quartiles to variables q1 and q2, re- 

pectively. Line 5 copies the data in TB which are less than TB[q2] 

nd more than TB[q1] to TA . Finally, line 6 outputs the results. After 

A is processed by Algorithm 1 , we obtain the cleaned data, which 

an be used in the subsequent valid user modeling phase and the 

untime user authentication phase. 

.3. Clustering algorithm based on keystroke time intervals 

In CAKI, it uses the K -means algorithm to perform data cluster- 

ng in order to classify all letters into k clusters (1 ≤ k ≤26, k ∈ N ),

nd then obtains the stable centroid set S c . Only the alphabet let- 

ers are selected as keystroke data in order to obtain higher differ- 

ntiation. 

Before calling CAKI, we first calculate the average key press 

ime of each letter by 

 ( l i ) = 

1 

N i 

N i ∑ 

k =1 

T (l k i ) (2) 
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Algorithm 2:. CAKI algorithm. 
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Where l i denotes a letter, T ( l i ) represents the average key press 

ime of l i , and N i ( N i > 0, N i ∈ N ) is the number of times that the

etter l i appears in set T, T(l i 
k ) denotes the key press time of l i in

he kth keystroke. 

T (l k 
i 
) will be set to null if the letter l i does not appear in

he pressing data. The results are stored in the array TM , T M =
 T ( l 1 ) , T ( l 2 ) , ..., T ( l 26 )] , where T ( l i ) ∈ R . 

After that, we can classify TM into k clusters and obtain the 

ser’s stable centroid set S c by the CAKI algorithm. 

The implementation process of the CAKI algorithm is shown in 

lgorithm 2 . In Algorithm 2 , Line 1 initializes the steady dispersion 

d to a maximum value and sets a variable flag to count the times 

hat sd keeps unchanged during iteration. sd is used for saving the 

inimum dispersion value. Lines 2 to 27 cluster the data of aver- 

ge key press time. Line 3 randomly selects k non-empty elements 

rom TM as the centroids c 1 , c 2 ,…, c k of the initial clusters C 1 , C 2 ,…,

 k . Lines 4 to 11 run a loop to classify the data in TM into k clus-

ers by calculating the absolute value of the difference between the 

entroids and each element (the distance between T ( l i ) and c i is 

bs( T ( l i ) - c i )), then we can get the new centroid c i by 

 i = 

1 

m 

∑ m 

j=1 
T ( n j ) (3) 

Where m is the number of elements in the cluster C i , and n j is

he jth letter in the cluster C i . 

The cluster process will finish when the sum of the difference 

etween the old centroids and the new ones is smaller than the 

hreshold δ. Line 12 initializes D to zero in order to calculate the 

um of the dispersion values of all clusters, and Line 14 initializes 

 i to zero in order to calculate the dispersion of each cluster. Lines 

3 to 19 show the calculation process of D i and D . Lines 20 to 26

etermine whether this iteration obtains a smaller dispersion than 

ver before. If the positions of all centroids do not change during 

 consecutive iterations, the CAKI algorithm ends and outputs the 

table cluster centroid set S c with the optimized dispersion. 
64 
.4. Fixed centroid clustering algorithm 

Generally speaking, the K -means algorithm will generate differ- 

nt clustering results for the same dataset when we choose differ- 

nt initial centroids due to its instability. 

Under normal circumstances, a user presses the same letter at 

 stable interval, resulting in consistent results for keystroke data 

lustering. Because UIKI outputs S c with the minimal dispersion 

uring the valid user modeling phase, S c is the clustering centroid 

f the user data in a stable state. In the runtime user authenti- 

ation phase, when using the elements of S c as the centroids to 

erform a one-time clustering for valid user data, the clustering 

esults are steadily distributed across each cluster, and the newly 

enerated centroids are not much different from S c . When using 

he elements of S c as the centroids to perform a one-time clus- 

ering for invalid user data, clustering results become extreme, of- 

en with large numbers of clusters empty. Therefore, when using 

ne-time clustering, there is a far distance between the valid user 

luster centroids and the invalid user cluster centroids, which is 

uitable for user authentication. 

In this paper, we propose a fixed centroid clustering algorithm 

amed FCA. By using the stable cluster centroids S c as the initial 

entroids, we can obtain the centroid set S‘ c by clustering the data 

o be authenticated. 

The steps of FCA are shown in Algorithm 3 . In Line 1, it sets S c 
o the initial centroids of clusters. From Lines 2 to 5, it calculates 

he absolute value of the distance between the centroids and each 

lement and classifies the data in TM into k clusters. From Lines 6 

o 12, it calculates the average value of the elements in each clus- 

er. If the cluster is empty, the centroid will be assigned to zero. At 

he end of FCA, it returns the cluster centroid set S‘ c . 

.5. Authentication based on fluctuation ranges of centroid positions 

When authenticating the validity of input data in the runtime 

ser authentication phase, we need to use the authentication fea- 

ures obtained in the valid user modeling phase. The authentica- 

ion features used in this paper include two kinds, one is the stable 

entroid set of valid users S c , and the other is the centroid fluctua- 

ion range U th . In the previous section, we have proposed the CAKI 

lgorithm to calculate S c . In this section, we will present the FRCP 

lgorithm to calculate U th . 

Assuming the length of the training data set of the valid user 

M is n after they are cleaned. We divide TM into p segments with 

he length of m ( p = n / m ). For each segment, we first use the

q. (2) to calculate the average key press time T ( l i ) for each letter. 

hen, we run the FCA algorithm to calculate the centroid set S c ‘ . Fi-

ally, we calculate the centroid offset distance Dis between S c ‘ and 
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Table 1 

Experiment data. 

Valid User Modeling Runtime User Authentication 
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 c by the Eq. (4) . Note that before using the Eq. (4) , we first sort

he data in S c and S‘ c in ascending order, and then subtract c and

‘ with the same number. 

is = 

k ∑ 

i =1 

∣∣c i − c ‘ i 

∣∣, c ∈ S c , c ‘ ∈ S ‘ c (4) 

Assuming the offset distances Dis 1 , Dis 2 , …, Dis p of the p -

egment data are stored in an array F-Dis. U th represents the fluc- 

uation range of the valid user’s centroids in F-Dis when the con- 

dence interval is set to p (0 < p < 1). This paper proposes the

ollowing method to calculate U th . First, we sort the values in F-Dis 

n ascending order, and then we calculate its lower quartile and 

pper quartile according to the Eqs. (5) and (6) , respectively. 

p L = 

1 − p 

2 

(5) 

p H = p + p L (6) 

After obtaining the quartiles, we calculate the lower bound Dis L 
nd the upper bound Dis H of U th by the Eqs. (7) and (8) , respec-

ively. 

i s L = F −Dis [ p L × (n + 1) ] (7) 

i s H = F −Dis [ p H × (n + 1) ] (8) 

Where n denotes the length of F-Dis . The fluctuation range of 

he valid user’s centroids is U th = [ Di s L , Di s H ] . 

.6. Authenticator 

In this paper, we use U th and S c as the authentication features. 

n the runtime user authentication phase, after each segment of 

n unauthenticated user keystroke data are collected and cleaned, 

CA will be used for calculating S‘ c , and then Dis between S‘ c and

 c will be calculated by using the Eq. (4) . After obtaining S‘ c and

is , the authenticator will count the number of zero in S‘ c . If the

umber of zero accounts for half of the total number of centroids 

n S‘ c , the user will be authenticated as an invalid one. Otherwise, 

he authenticator will use the Eq. (9) to do further authentication. 

n the Eq. (9) , if Dis L ≤Dis ≤Dis H , the user is a valid one, otherwise

he user is an impostor. 

ser = 

{
Valid User if Di s L ≤ Dis ≤ Di s H 
Impostor otherwise 

(9) 

. Experiments and analyses 

.1. Experiment setups 

We implemented the UIKI algorithm by Java programming lan- 

uage in the UIKI KDA system. The mobile devices we used for the 

ollowing experiments are HUAWEI Honor 9 and HUAWEI Honor 

 mobile phones. We recruited 20 volunteers, 15 of whom were 

amiliar with smartphones with user IDs from 1 to 15 (including 

 women and 9 men with the age mean of 23.8 years old and

he age standard deviation of 4.2), and 5 of whom were unfamiliar 

ith smartphones with user IDs from 16 to 20 (including 2 women 

nd 3 men with the age mean of 28.8 and the age standard devia-

ion of 1.3). They are between 20 and 30 years old. 

In the following experiments, two kinds of data are used in 

he valid user modeling phase and the runtime user authentica- 

ion phase. The first one is the user comments on Twitter (Twitter 

s a popular social platform where people express their thoughts 

ithin the spoken character limit.), called DS1 , and the second one 

s the public dataset provided by Belman and Phoha [22] , called 
65 
S2 . Based on the difference in data volume and user number, this 

aper uses DS1 together with DS2 to verify the effectiveness of 

IKI. The data used in the following experiments is summarized 

n Table 1 . DS1 is collected from one user, which means every user 

as a DS1. DS2 is the data of 40 users which are randomly selected 

rom [22] . In the runtime user authentication phase, the data in 

S1 and DS2 are randomly mixed according to data segments with 

he length of 300. 

We perform authentication once every 300 data according to 

he limit of user comment length on the Twitter website. With re- 

ard to the cluster centroid number k , the experiment results show 

hat when k = 4, UIKI achieves the best authentication effect and 

he highest recognition ratio. Additionally, we set the confidence 

nterval p of valid users to 95%, which means that 5% of valid users 

ight be misclassified. Note that p can be tuned according to dif- 

erent users. It is recommended that a slightly larger p is set for 

sers who are familiar with smartphones because their centroid 

oating ranges are relatively stable, and vice versa. We use two er- 

or ratios, FAR and FRR, to evaluate the authentication accuracy of 

he UIKI KDA system. 

.2. T-means classifier 

In order to compare with UIKI, we construct a statistical classi- 

er called T-means by using the mean and variance of T i . Different 

rom the CAKI algorithm, the T-means authentication method does 

ot need to calculate the mean of each letter, and it only calcu- 

ates the mean μ0 and variance σ0 of each segment data. They are 

efined as 

0 = 

1 

m 

m ∑ 

i =1 

T i (10) 

0 = 

1 

m 

m ∑ 

i =1 

| T i − μ0 | (11) 

here m represents the length of data. 

Similar to UIKI, for a given valid user training data with the 

ength of n , T-means uses the Eqs. (12) and (13) to calculate the 

ean and variance of the key press data, respectively, and derives 

he user authentication features. 

H = μ0 + σ0 (12) 

L = μ0 − σ0 (13) 

The centroid fluctuation range of valid users is denoted as U th = 

 μL , μH ] . After obtaining the valid user authentication features, T- 

eans uses the Eq. (9) to classify the users to be authenticated 

ased on the mean value μ of the test data. 

.3. Experiment results and analyses 

.3.1. Influence of data cleaning 

Fig. 3 shows the FAR and FRR without data cleaning. As shown 

n Fig. 3 , the minimum and maximum values of FAR in Fig. 3 are

.25 and 0.81, respectively. As shown in Fig. 3 , in the absence of 

ata cleaning, the authenticator cannot effectively carry out user 

uthentication for the skilled users and unskilled ones. The reason 

s as follows. There usually are disturbances and mistakes when 
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Fig. 3. User authentication results without data cleaning. It shown both FAR and 

FRR are high. 

Fig. 4. Authentication accuracy comparisons. It shows UIKI has the least values in 

both FAR and FRR. 
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sers input letters. Therefore, there will be many excessively large 

alues of PP (e.g., some PP values are greater than 10 0 0 ms), re-

ulting in an excessively large mean value. At the same time, due 

o the user’s keystrokes by mistakes, there will be many PP values 

hat are too small (e.g., some are smaller than 50 ms). Too large 

r small data will cause adverse effects on the clustering results 

f the K-means algorithm, and eventually lead to an excessive U th 

ange. In the runtime user authentication phase, the authenticator 

ill misclassify invalid users into valid ones when their data fall 

ithin the U th range, or misclassify valid users into invalid ones 

hen valid users have some extreme values that fall beyond the 

 th range. In order to achieve correct authentication results, data 

leaning is a necessary step in UIKI. 

.3.2. Comparison of authentication accuracy 

We make a comparison between three methods, i.e., the T- 

eans classifier, the authentication system proposed by Tsai and 

hih [18] and UIKI. Fig. 4 shows the authentication results of 20 

sers. The horizontal axis denotes the user number, and the ver- 

ical axis shows the values of FARs and FRRs. From the distribu- 

ion of FARs and FRRs, it can be concluded that the T -means clas- 

ifier has the worst authentication accuracy, the method proposed 

y Tsai and Shih [18] performs better than that of T -means, and 

IKI has the best accuracy. As shown in Fig. 4 , FRRs are stable

verall, floating around 0.05. Since we set 95% of the data to fall 

ithin the valid user range, which means 5% of the valid data will 

e mis-classified by default. Therefore, the FRRs of UIKI fluctuate 

round 0.05. In general, the FARs have smaller floating ranges. The 

ARs of user IDs between 1 and 15 is relatively stable with the av- 

rage value of 0.076; The FARs of user IDs between 16 and 20 have

arger floating ranges with the average value of 0.103. It shows that 

IKI has a higher differentiation degree for the skilled users than 

hat of the unskilled ones because the PP value distribution is more 

oncentrated for the skilled users, resulting in the smaller FARs. In 
66 
ddition, although the FARs of UIKI fluctuate in a small range, it is 

till smaller than that of the other two methods. 

T-means only considers the mean and variance of T i , and ig- 

ores the relevance of specific letters. Although the method pro- 

osed by Tsai and Shih [18] takes the relevance of specific letters 

nto consideration, they did not consider the impact of the dif- 

erent initial centroids on the clustering results. Additionally, they 

id not evaluate the dispersion of the clustering results. UIKI has 

igher authentication accuracy because of the following two rea- 

ons. First, we consider the relevance between the specific letters 

nd the key press data. Second, we propose two methods to reduce 

he impact of the initial centroids. One is that we cluster iteratively 

n CAKI until we find a stable centroid with optimized dispersion. 

he other is that we use the stable centroid as the initial centroid 

n the runtime user authentication phase. In our experiments, the 

verage value of FARs is 0.082, and the average value of FRRs is 

.052. The experiment results show that UIKI can effectively im- 

rove the authentication accuracy. 

Moreover, we test the resource overhead such as the CPU uti- 

ization, memory footprints and running time consumption. The 

ain functions of the UIKI KDA system include the user data col- 

ecting, the valid user modeling, and the runtime user authenti- 

ation. The user data collecting accounts for most of the running 

ime of the UIKI KDA system. The CPU utilization, the memory 

ootprint and the CPU time consumption account for about 1%, 

0 MB, and 20 ms, respectively. In the valid user modeling phase, 

he CPU utilization, the memory footprint and the CPU time con- 

umption account for about 27%, 74 MB, and 13900 ms, respec- 

ively. In the runtime user authentication phase, the CPU utiliza- 

ion, the memory footprint and the CPU time consumption account 

or about 21%, 16 MB, and 1200 ms, respectively. Therefore, the 

IKI KDA system consumes more resources only during the valid 

ser modeling. However, it only carries out the valid user model- 

ng once. Moreover, high CPU loads (e.g, when a user is watching 

ideos) and keystroke input usually do not occur simultaneously, 

o the real-time performance of authentication will not be affected 

hen multiple APPS are running at the same time. Therefore, the 

IKI KDA system will not affect the responsiveness of mobile de- 

ices. It shows that UIKI has the advantages of low resource over- 

ead and fast authentication speed, which is suitable for continu- 

us authentication for mobile device users. 

Finally, we analyzed the classification results of CAKI algorithm, 

he FARs and FRRs, and found there is no noticeable difference be- 

ween the younger and older participants. It may be because the 

ge of the participants is between 20 and 30 years old, and they 

ave good eyesight and fast keystroke response speeds. 

. Conclusions 

User authentication is widely used for protecting users’ privacy 

ata in mobile devices. The authentication method of keystroke dy- 

amics has low costs and is stable on its features. However, the ex- 

sting research is commonly based on word-independent methods, 

hich has low recognition accuracy, and is unsuitable for free text 

uthentication. 

Aiming at the above problems, this paper proposes UIKI, which 

onsists of the valid user modeling phase and the runtime user 

uthentication phase. The data used in these two phases need to 

e cleaned to remove abnormal data. In the valid user modeling 

hase, UIKI uses the CAKI algorithm to iteratively cluster the train- 

ng data to obtain optimized stable centroids, and then inputs the 

raining data with fixed-length segments. After that, the system 

ses the FCA algorithm to obtain the centroids of the segmented 

ata, and then uses the FRCP algorithm to calculate the offset dis- 

ance between the stable centroids and each centroid in the cen- 

roid set. According to the specified confidence interval, the fluctu- 
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tion range of valid user data centroids is obtained and set to the 

uthentication feature of the valid user together with the stable 

entroids. In the run-time user authentication phase, after cleaning 

he continuous input data, UIKI performs a one-time clustering of 

he test data segments, and compares the clustering results with 

he stable centroids of the valid user and its fluctuation range to 

etermine whether they are input data from the valid user. The 

xperimental results show that UIKI has the advantages of high 

ccuracy and low computational overhead, and it is suitable for 

on-interference and continuous authentication for mobile device 

sers. 

As for the future work, we plan to extend UIKI to the scenario 

f cross-device authentication in order to make it convenient for 

sers, i.e., we use the training results on one device in the valid 

ser modeling phase to the authentication on other devices in the 

untime user authentication phase. 
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